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EBOLA IN CONTEXT: UNDERSTANDING 
TRANSMISSION, RESPONSE AND CONTROL 

WEEK 3 STEP 3.10 HEALTH AND DEVELOPMENT EFFECTS OF THE 
EBOLA OUTBREAK (VIDEO) 

The indirect effects of epidemics on a nation’s economy and health can be 
much greater than the direct ones. Poverty and neglect of health systems 
contributed to the West African Ebola outbreak, and the indirect effects of 
Ebola will lead to further deepening of poverty and degradation of health 
systems, thus creating wider challenges for the future. In the video, Professor 
Richard Smith outlines the importance of recognising these indirect impacts. 

A core indirect impact is on the economy, with significant reductions in national 
income or gross domestic product (GDP) likely. Reductions in GDP mean that 
governments can’t afford to spend on core public services, such as healthcare. 
Businesses close and people lose their jobs, and without work people can no longer 
afford food, clothing, and other essentials for life. Ebola contributes to a vicious cycle 
of development whereby poor health leads to a poorer economy, and in turn even 
poorer health. 

Research on previous outbreaks, such as SARS and pandemic influenza, has 
estimated major indirect economic costs. In West Africa, the World Bank has 
estimated1 an Ebola-based economic loss of between $4 billion and $30 billion: from 
0.5% to 3% of the region’s GDP. 

What we are seeing with Ebola is consistent with other outbreaks, where the 
economic costs are out of proportion with their health impact, and geographically 
more wide-reaching. The SARS outbreak in 2003 is estimated to have caused 
between $30 and $100 billion worth of damage to the global economy, despite only 
infecting approximately 8,000 people and causing fewer than 800 deaths. That is 
because panic and confusion can be as or more disruptive than the disease itself. 
For example, Gambia hasn’t had a single known Ebola case, but fears of the virus 
and cancelled flights have led to hotel bookings dropping by 65%: a significant hit to 
its economy. 

In the video, Regina Bash-Taqi talks about some of these issues in Sierra Leone, 
and how gains in economic development that had been achieved since the end of 
the war are now under threat. Pearlyn Mamulu describes the same situation in 
Liberia, and how Ebola is featuring as ‘another war’ in the lives of people there, 
reflecting the range of challenges and disruption people face. 
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This material has been repackaged from a free, online course delivered by the 
London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine on the FutureLearn platform in 
2015. Additional information about the course and its contributors can be found on 
the School website. 

Future iterations of the course may feature slightly different material. Further live 
runs of this and other courses can be found on the platform. Please visit the School’s 
FutureLearn webpage for more details. 
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